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PERPETUATING OUR MISSION

THE KCF ENDOWMENT FUND IS LAUNCHED
Written by Ben Sand

S

Simply put, this is a great way for you to have
a lasting impact on God’s kingdom.
The main source of funding for endowments
generally comes from people

tarting something

gifting through their wills and

from scratch and

estates and is a long, steady

watching it grow. It

approach.

takes a steady hand and
leadership, strong and

This is as simple as naming the

careful through the ebbs

KCF Endowment Fund in your

and flows of that growth

will or if you have any questions,

to produce a foundation

please feel free to reach out

worthy of lasting through

to myself, Joe McEvoy, Erik

even the most challenging

Burkman, Larry Dill or Rob

circumstances.

Gurassi.

In similar fashion, God created all of us from scratch and all along

Let’s all start something together and watch it

the way has been there for our ups and downs, tears of elation

grow.
CONTACT BEN SAND AT

and of sorrow and everything in between. HIS steady presence in

benjamin.sand@gmail.com

our life, providing us with lifeblood no matter our circumstances
is exactly what we need.
Pastor Dain called me a few years ago and said, hey I’ve got
an idea I want to run past you. Dain’s wisdom in that call is
something I will never forget. His message was simple, we
need to start something from scratch and watch it grow so that
through the ebbs and flows of our journey we have a steady
foundation worthy of lasting through even the most challenging
circumstances.

CAPTURING CRAZY

THE MAN BEHIND THE CAMERA
Written by Kyler Schmidt

I

t’s a typical Wednesday night; van loads of
Middle School students pull up to the gym

with the music pumping, other kids running
I can’t imagine a time where I couldn’t reach out to someone like

around like chickens with their heads cut

Dain who could share God’s wisdom when my prayers seemed

off, and the anticipation building for the epic

like not enough.

night that’s about to go down. When the clock
strikes seven, it’s game time and the Edge

So when God’s wisdom calls, HIS people listen. This simple bit of

staff begins to herd the kids into position

wisdom was the seed that started the Kauai Christian Fellowship

as we start our night. Amidst all the fun and

Endowment Fund, which was established and funded circa 2019.

chaos of the night, there is one staff member
who might blend in unless you are paying close

This fund takes a long look approach to sustainability for the

attention. He isn’t the loudest or the craziest,

church. Our goal is simple and written: “The Kauai Christian

but with his camera in tow, he serves an

Fellowship Endowment Fund’s mission is to assist in funding to

extremely pivotal role in the Jr. High ministry.

perpetuate God’s mission of Christianity and its principles on the
island of Kauai and throughout HIS Kingdom.”

Austin Marshall is 25 years old who lives on
Kauai and shoots videos for a living.
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Over the last 8 months Austin has generously

But as impressive as Austin’s videos are, even

chosen to volunteer his giftings, talents, and

more impressive to me is Austin’s heart to serve

time to serve the youth of our island through the

God and those around him. He has recognized

videos he makes. Most every Wednesday night,

that God has given him the skill of making

he shows up, ready to jump into the frenzy of

videos, and rather than only using that gift for

Edge in order to capture the highlights of the

himself, he sees it as an opportunity to expand

night.

God’s Kingdom. He doesn’t care about being in
the limelight; his heart is for the youth of Kauai

Right after he’s finished shooting the footage

coming to know Christ. The sacrifices he makes

on Wednesday, he races home and spends a few

in using his talent for film are for one purpose: to

hours editing the footage and compiling it into a

draw kids in that might otherwise never get the

recap video, all so that we can post the video on

chance to know Christ.

our social media accounts that night. Because of

his dedication and hard work, when the students

Austin is a guy that gets it, a guy that has latched

wake up the next morning and check Instagram,

on to the vision of how God intended for the body

they are greeted with an epic video starring them

of Christ to work. And in looking at his life, I am

from the night before.

encouraged to see a community of believers who
come together using their gifts and skills to help

It might seem like a small thing to many, but

make Christ known. Forsaking their own personal

the videos Austin makes serve a huge purpose

gain or agenda in exchange making Christ known

within the ministry. When the kids see each recap

to a lost and broken world.

video it makes them feel important and loved,
that someone would take the time and shine the

My hope is that we could all be like Austin

spotlight on their life. Not only does it make them

Marshall, and get it, using the giftings and skill

feel valued, but it also draws in new kids each

sets that God has given each of us, and asking the

week having seen what they missed out on the

question how can I use the gifts God has given me

week before.

to further His kingdom?
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LIMINAL
lim·i·nal | adjective:
relating to a transitional or initial stage of a process
Written by Jon Enns

L

eah and I began the 2020 year by getting engaged in

Be aware of what you establish as normal.”

January. This change brought me to some questions

I’ve wondered for a long while. (1) When will I get here?

Our hopes and expectations have changed drastically

And (2) what does it feel like to be engaged?

in the past 3 months. I’m pretty sure we started with

People shared excitement, friends bragged about how

plan A and are now working on S or T. We’re still

they knew the whole

getting married in June,

time—you know the

but everything looks

drill.

much different. By the
grace of God we haven’t

Leah and I were

been crushed by our

more excited than

expectations being

most, but with very

undone several times

little experience in

over.

being engaged, we
charged ahead into the

Initially we struggled

unknown.

to dodge and weave
our way through with

Leah loves planning. We

expectations held in

had the wedding set up

tact, but the further

and organized in VERY

we pushed those

little time. Wedding

expectations, the more

party members were

we broke them or they

contacted, receptions

broke us.

were signed off on, and
the whole invite list was

Our liminal moment of

made and contacted

engagement has been

and prayed over. We

spent primarily INSIDE

wanted people to feel

another liminal moment.

invited to rejoice with

There’s transition and

us.

change and uneven ground and problems and unmet
expectations happening all the time.

Somewhere along the way during premarital
counseling, a wise voice reminded us how much we can

Uncle Mike Wellman has always reminded me, “Life is

both allow ourselves to change and grow during this

10% what you do, and 90% how you respond to what’s

time, and how much damage we can do to ourselves

done to you.” Leah and I find that response speaks more

and each other by holding too tightly to our perceived

to growth in character than anything else.

expectations. “You are in the midst of a liminal moment.
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Regardless of the global situation, expectational

good. I think knowing that much can be enough of

malleability is required of my future wife and

an expectation for now.

I for the remainder of our life together. I just
heard a quote from Aunty Liz along the lines of

I have learned what engagement can be like, and

“Experiencing difficulty in questions about the

thus far, my expectations were way off.

future is what following Jesus usually looks like.”
I underestimated it entirely.
This feels
applicable

“Be patient

to anyone

toward

following

all that is

Jesus. He’s

unsolved in

not calling

your heart

us to make

and try to

a plan

love the

and stick

questions

with our

themselves,

perceived

like locked

answer

rooms and

no matter

like books

what. He’s

that are now

calling us

written in a

to lay down

very foreign

our lives to love those he puts in our midst. Right

tongue. Do not now seek the answers, which

now we feel uncomfortable adjusting to how

cannot be given you because you would not

we plan and love, but maybe we’re adjusting to

be able to live them. And the point is, to live

his opinion of following? Maybe this is you right

everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps

now? Perhaps He’s offering us all a bit of a liminal

you will then gradually, without noticing it, live

moment to adjust our expectations.

along some distant day into the answer.”

I don’t have future vision goggles. I don’t know

-Rainer Maria Rilke

what marriage is like. I know if I follow Jesus into
that space, His answer will be uncomfortable and
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IN
HIS
IMAGE
One of the most loaded
statements in the Bible is
found at the instant the
concept of human kind was
announced as the invention
of God - Then God said,
“Let us make mankind in
our image, in our likeness” –
Genesis 1:26
The plural use in the verse
portends what Christians
refer to as “the Trinity” and
unpacking what it actually
means to be created “in
the image of God” could fill
volumes of books.
The very statement
should have been an easy
compass to show us where
to go when it comes to
the centuries of racial,
cultural and class conflict.
But as Thomas Jefferson
demonstrated, it was easier
for him to insert the concept
into the Declaration of
Independence than it was for
him to practice it with the
unfortunate “images of God”
that he owned as slaves.
One of the important ideas
to grasp as we unfold this
short verse is that God, the
Creator has stamped this

We are born to create, not

BERNIE TSAO

just out of need but because

Airbrush art, Surfboard Maker

we were designed to mirror,
in a very juvenile way, the
creativeness of God.
In ages past, Christians have
celebrated this divine DNA.
Great composers would
acknowledge the glory of
God in notations along side
their sheet music, great
painters would use their
talent to celebrate divine

B

ernie’s area of creative passion is
shaping surfboards and airbrushed

artwork.

stories or imitate God’s
handiwork. Churches would

He began working professionally in the

direct significant resources

surfboard industry immediately following

towards projects that tried

college graduation with an Aquatic Biology

to honor or reflect the

degree from UCSB, but at the time wasn’t

nature of God.

able to acquire work in my specialize field.

At Kauai Christian

Ironically he was a blessed and privileged

Fellowship we have

to have worked under the tutelage of some

long been committed to

of world’s best surfboard shapers and

celebrating the creative

manufacturing companies in Santa Barbara.

impulse. We think that God’s
attributes are declared not

He was the primary regional surfboard

just through a microphone

airbrush graphic artist and worked in one

on Sunday morning but in

of the largest and best surfboard glassing

the acts of beauty given back

factories in the Tri-county and central coast.

to Him by creators in a wide
array of mediums.

During this time Bernie sprayed a few
thousand boards collectively from Santa

So it is with great pleasure

Maria, Santa Barbara, Ventura to Oxnard

that we throw the spotlight

including some very well known local and

on a few of our creators

international pro surfers like Kelly Slater,

so that you can sense the

Rob Machado, Willy Morris.

excitement and variety that
come when we embrace

Bernie also launched his own custom

the creative nature as part

surfboard brand years later and continued

of God’s fingerprint on our

in the industry until 1989 when he decided

souls.

to leave the industry to serve in full time
overseas mission work.

very trait into the fabric of
human kind.

Currently Bernie is shaping boards and
doing airbrushed artwork as a hobby.
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SHARI PILARIA • Artist

S

hari had been a Graphic Designer for 25 years and yet always entertained
the idea of working big and loose instead of small, meticulous and TEDIOUS.

When she moved to Kauai 21 years ago God’s creation here was just one big
visual buffet after another and she found herself so inspired that she was
emboldened to get out her paints and stretch some canvases!
Somehow enough people have bought pieces from her that it has encouraged
her to keep painting, and while her subject matter changes here and there, she
claims that the joy is all the same in sharing a glimpse of what she loves about
living in the midst of God’s handiwork for someone else to take home.
WWW.SHARIPILARIA.COM

HOWARD HOLT • Fine Woodworking

A

master craftsman with anything made of wood, Howard Holt once owned and
ran a successful door making company in Colorado, he and his wife Maureen

enjoy their retired life away from snow and frost living most of the year on Kauai.
But Howard is anything but retired.
In his Poipu garage outfitted with specialty woodworking tools of every variety,
Howard takes rough planks and meticulously teases out of them beautiful colors of
grain that are molded into unique objects of every size and purpose. (Check out his
latest contribution to KCF in the form of our new coffee stand)

RODNEY PASCUA • Architect

R

uses his skill

odney has been doing design work for over 40 years.

in envisioning

In high school he discovered drafting came very

creative and

easily to him.

artistic use of
space to provide

In his senior year he was the only student in the

design services for

architectural drafting class and considers himself

new residences,

fortunate to be able to attend a year at Washington State

additions, and

University (WSU) in their Architectural

remodels.

Program and after returning home, to attend Kauai
Community College and later landing a job at Hale Kauai

Rodney enjoys

Ltd. in their Home Planning Department.

most the aspect of creating a livable and pleasing space
that the clients will live in most of their days. Rodney

After 5 years he decided to go into business for

considers himself lucky, but since becoming a Christian

himself first as a partner and then the owner of Design

he knows it’s not by accident that he was blessed with

Associates.

this God-given talent to help people realize their dreams.

Specializing in Residential Custom Design work, Rodney

WWW.DAK AUAI.COM
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STEVE FARRELL

Kingdom concepts. “Takin it to the street” He says,

Songwriter/Performer

adding “My highest aspiration leans towards hymn writing
and praise music, but I have also given myself leeway to
utilize conventional forms and sounds to allude to and make
palpable truths worth speaking. Art is the packaging that
makes truth clever and interesting.”
Quick to add his philosophy on creativity and writing
music Steve says, “An individual simply must reference
their own natural bent to determine the area where they
also might most likely add their hand to the creative

S

teve Farrell is a working musician who currently

process. Music I can do easily and naturally... math and

plays his music weekly in a trio of guys who write and

accounting...not so much. You get the idea. Unlike the hard

design their own material. Often found in Poipu shopping

sciences (Math, biology, genetics etc.) we writers get to use

centers, Steve and friends play standard songs people

analogy, parables, and even obscure allegory to craft a tale.

love, as well as songs we have written that reference

It’s really fun.”

CHARLIE COE

and he found himself specializing in complex wood work

Elaborate Woodwork

projects that soon gave him the reputation as the “go to
guy” for any project that other woodworkers wouldn’t
touch.
Migrating to Kauai, he was quickly hired by the Hyatt as
the house carpenter and used his talent to create many of
the wood items that grace the hotel to this day.
After a number of years the itch to pour himself into
difficult and out of the ordinary creations turned into his
own company which is found nestled in Lawai Valley.

C

harlie Coe never intended to go into woodworking,
In his cramped workshop

when he graduated from high school in Manhattan

Beach, California his aim was to work in the area of

Charlie produces a wide

Graphic Arts. But after a year doing that kind of work

variety of wonderful one of

and finding it less than satisfying for his creative soul,

kind items from carefully

some friends invited him to move south to Laguna Beach

selected woods. “I find great

where, needing work he landed a job that would change

satisfaction in giving a 2nd

his world.

life to a tree.” he says.

Gifted with his hands and a quick learner, the new job

Charlie knows that God has given him a unique gift but

was a remodeling company offered him the opportunity

humbly understates it by simply saying “I’m just doing

to explore challenging projects with high-end homes, the

what I can with the gift I’ve got.”

first of which was featured in Sunset Magazine.
See his work on Instagram – @chascoe6089
From there the demand for his services skyrocketed
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RODGER MEDD

God to use the time to write a book; The Voiceprint

Author

of God.
Rodger explains his take on the process of writing and his
goals for what he has created “ I’ve found the discipline of
writing helps me connect all the dots swirling around in
my head, allowing me to see what God is up to in my life.
If my writing can also help one or two others draw closer
to Jesus, then I am more than thrilled.”
During the quarantine at his new home in Kansas City,
Rodger completed his second book Purposeful Ascents
that delivers the message that God has a purpose for all
that we experience, and He is glorified as we follow and
trust Him through every high and every low.

A

n engineer by trade, Rodger Medd has recently
moved from technical writing to creating books

on Christian Living. In 2014 Rodger found himself

Rodger’s book is available on Amazon:
WWW.AMAZON.COM/DP/B087H963GQ

unemployed for several months and felt the prodding of

BEK AH COOPER
Designer/Photographer
“Growing up, my dad always encouraged my sisters and
I to get outside. I used to dream of being a writer. You
could find me scribbling stories on just about any scrap
of paper. But if ever I didn’t want to put the pencil down
and step outside, my dad would say, “How will you have
anything to write about if you sit in your room all day?”
He taught me how to be at home outside; that messy hair
and dirty feet were a sign of a good
adventure. Every weekend he’d have
my family on some sort of excursion:
hiking, mountain biking, camping,
canoeing.. Getting outside. Telling
stories. Being in community. I’ve
traded my pencil for a camera and
my notebook for a design program,
but my passion for capturing

N

meaningful moments lives on.”

ew to Kauai, Bekah and her husband Sam
are part of the young creative crew at

KCF. With her own company (Surf+Pine) that

You can check out Bekah’s multi-

does design, product branding, photography

talented creative work at www.

and video work, Bekah credits her father with

surfandpine.com.

igniting her creative sparks.
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MALLORY ROE

Photography has become her mouthpiece that explains

Photographer

her mind and emotions in beautiful photos. Using
pictures, she can tell a ton of stories – her own stories,
other peoples stories; whatever inspires the soul is
usually worth a photo or two.
Mallory is currently working on a book project that
broadcasts the experience of hope that she envisions in
spite of the anxieties that she sometimes faces.
Mallory, whose work usually is featured on the front of

A

nyone who knows Mallory is aware that she likes

this magazine, has two sites where you can be stunned

to spend most of her time “in her head” thinking

at the beauty she captures: malloryroephoto.com and

and feeling about things. So, discovering photography

vowswithviews.com. You can see why she would say

was like finding out a way to channel her thoughts and

“It’s been the coolest thing in the world to build a career off

feelings to the rest of the world.

of what I love and what I am passionate about.”

KCF BELIEVES IN FAMILIES
Written by Jenna Marshall

L

ast fall our children’s team set out to brainstorm

and enjoyed dinner, played tons of games, made tie dye

ways we could show that we care about families.

t-shirts, play-dough, homemade ice cream, and more!

We thought about how we could invest in families. We
pondered: Do we need to plan a discipleship event?

After the kids were picked up and the night was long

Maybe we could print helpful resources?

over, the stories rolled in.

And then, a Dad of two youngsters, Justin Bundschuh,

A mom and her oldest child got to have some much

came up with the simplest of ideas! What if we just gave

needed one on one time. A single mom got to enjoy a

parents a night off?

girls’ night with some friends over at Kukuiula. Some
couples hit the beach and watched the sunset, while

He explained that he and his wife don’t really need extra

others made reservations at their favorite restaurants.

resources or another thing to cart their kids off to but

And we’re so glad!

rather a longer night where they could just connect over
dinner or a movie at home without interruption. And just

You see, if you are a parent with kids at home, we

like that, Date Nite, was born!

don’t view Date Nite as free babysitting but rather an
investment in your family.

We told everyone we knew, “DATE NITE ON FRIDAY!
4 YEARS OLD - 5TH GRADE! 5 PM-8 PM! DINNER

KCF is filled with older aunties and uncles who have

PROVIDED! IT’S FREE!”

been in your shoes and count it joy to love your kids like
Jesus loves us! We also know that strong marriages and

Parents dropped off their kids wearing Kauai’s version of

parents create strong kids. So we look forward to giving

fancy (sundresses, make up done, aloha shirts) and went

you a night every 3 months to invest in your family by

on their way to enjoy a night out! The kids checked in

taking time to yourself.
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KYLER IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Written by Tony Leair

W

e love teens

of ministry from his dad who has been a Pastor all his

at KCF. We

life. Kyler works super hard behind the scenes and has a

find that there is so

desire for the students to “know and experience the love

much “bang for your

of Jesus Christ.” (A direct quote)

buck” in working
with students from

The thing I appreciate the most about Kyler is the

the age of 12-18. As

commitment to the call of chasing Junior High kids. He

a church we put our

sees the ripe harvest field in that age group and is willing

money where our

to, as Paul says, “Become all things to all people so that

mouth is in hiring

by all possible means I might save some” (1 Cor. 9:22).

very capable people

Kyler loves surfing with, playing fortnight with,

that can be wholly focused in both the Junior High and

adventuring with, and simply spending time with

High School.

students… and they love him!

Our newest hire to KCF and to our youth team is a guy

All the relational groundwork is laid so that Kyler can

named Kyler Schmidt and I wanted to take some time

have a platform to share why following Jesus is the best

to introduce him, brag on him, and invite our folks to be

way to live life, and how junior higher kids can be saved

praying for him. Kyler came to us through a roundabout

from themselves and their sin.

way as he was running a Bible School on Kauai that lost
their campus and began meeting up at Camp Hale Koa.

Our hope is that many students will be able to avoid

He and his wife Morgan became caretakers of the camp

finding the bottom and begin instead building their lives

for a bit and fit in really well with the KCF community.

on the solid foundation of Christ.

(Ironically, a few years before, while a student at that

Please be praying for Kyler and Morgan. Working with

Bible School, Rick

Middle School

Bundschuh who

kids can be tough

taught classes

and the kind

there, trained him

of students we

in youth ministry

reach often come

the KCF way)

from high risk
homes, and this

As the chapter

young couple

of Kyler’s life

are intentionally

running the school came to a close (the school shuttered

walking into very difficult situations to shine the light of

its doors) KCF had a sudden opening for the Junior High

Christ. Pray for the kids that are at risk of falling into a

Pastor position on the Southside and it did not take long

world of darkness that is so alluring. Pray that they can

to see it was an excellent fit.

know and experience the love of God and not be afraid of
the light.

Kyler is 25, married for almost 4 years to Morgan, and
has his bachelors from Summit Christian College. He

You’re the man Kyler! We are stoked to have you on the

comes from an awesome family where he learned a ton

team!
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BE A FINISHER
Written by Darren Coté

J

John Wooden, one of the greatest coaches of all time,

Erna confesses at 78, it is not easy staying in shape.

states, “It’s not so important who starts the game,

With an A-Fib heart condition she was concerned about

but who finishes it.” Too often we start out with great

doing CrossFit, but months later she shares, “I felt my

intentions to workout regularly, even develop spiritually,

heart get stronger… less palpitations and fluttering.”

yet fail to finish with anything but a handful of excuses.

Erna, who also develops her soul at KCF, knows her

There’s definitely something inspiring about those who
keep moving and keep the faith over their lifetime,
especially into their “finishing” years.
A group of 55-70+ year old—“seniors”—show up to the
Southside Sports Center of Kauai Christian Fellowship
(KCF) three times a week. They are members of the
CrossFit Poipu Masters Class who come to beat their
bodies into submission… and they love it. Why? These
seniors don’t want to sit, soak, and sour into old age.
They want to finish well and strong.
Alan who attends the Masters Class, (and can also be
found getting his soul-building-reps in at KCF) adds, “my
body is where the Holy Spirit lives and God asks me to
take care of the place. So out of respect I am exercising.”
We were created by God to move and despite all the
research telling us the benefits of exercise, some people
have chosen to take the path of least resistance, which
too often handicaps vitality and sets up depression,

spiritual heart is fit in Christ where she has placed her

even early death.

faith and endless future… even if her physical heart
may fail.

Additionally, others
are living with certain

A successful semi-

conditions or disabilities

retired businessman in

that limits their fitness

his mid-60’s, Paul who

choices. Regardless,

coaches the Masters

we need to couch our

Class, shares: “In all the

excuses, evaluate any

joys and challenges of

limitations, and get

life, feeling fit mentally,

moving. “Sitting kills,

spiritually, and physically

moving heals” is a slogan

creates a beautiful, well

thrown around the

rounded life.

fitness circles.
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The people who attend our class have noticed an

Paul, the Apostle, started rough as a persecutor of

enormous improvement to their health and confidence,

Christians, but finished well. Toward the end of his life

a boost of ambition, an increased sense of humor, not to

he shared, “I have fought the good fight, I have finished

mention some weight loss too.”

the race, I have kept the faith” (2 Timothy 4:7). But of
course our greatest example of finishing well is Jesus

Harry, a retired judge comments, “When I was first

Christ, as depicted in the Bible: “Keep your eyes on

introduced to the CrossFit Master Class last year, I felt

Jesus, who both began and finished this race we’re

that it was going to be too strenuous since I was the

in. Study how he did it. Because he never lost sight of

most senior participant in the class.” After a while I

where he was headed—that exhilarating finish in and

began to see the benefits of the training. Although the

with God. (Hebrews 12:2-3)

workouts always pushed me to my physical limits—and
sometimes beyond! I looked forward to participating.

At the Sports Center our message is that fulfilling,

The company and collegiality of my new workout friends

beneficial achievements both physical and spiritual can

became as important, if not more so, than the workout

be had through training. It can be done; it is being done.

itself.”

We tell our folks young and old, “Get up, get going, show
up, and start crushing steps toward a better you, but

Shortly after moving to Kauai, Dana visited CrossFit

don’t just start….finish.”

Poipu to keep fit in his 70’s. He was thrilled
to find Kauai Christian Fellowship on the
same campus where he got his workouts in.
“I am grateful,” says Dana, “for the Christian
community at KCF and for providing the sports
facility. I am also grateful for the encouraging
CrossFit coaches, and the comprehensive youth
outreach program that comes out of all of this.”
Many of these Masters Class athletes, along
with others at the Southside Sports Center,
understand that “Physical training is important,
but training unto godliness is beneficial for this
life and in the life to come.” (1 Timothy 4:8).
The ultimate finishers understand the end of
life holds a finish line all its own. At that point,
we will be measured for our “training unto
godliness” and how that benefits our afterlife
for those who put their faith in Christ. So out
message to those who come to exercise is
“Don’t be lame and finish as a stud physically
only to have a wimpy soul or worse… a lost
soul!” The Bible warns, “What do you benefit
if you gain the whole world [or a super fit body]
but lose your own soul? Is anything worth more
than your soul? (Matthew 16:26)
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WOLF, MEET MEL
Written by Mason Bundschuh

A

s the explosions and gunfire shook the room and

Of course he agreed quickly without actually taking the

bodies flew across the big screen, right in the

time to think through what I’d just said. But truth be told

middle of the most egregious gore and blood-spattered

he was good to his word. He cheerfully grabbed a broom

scene of Mel Gibson’s war movie Hacksaw Ridge, there

or a mop without being told, and he took it upon himself

was a lull and from behind me, muffled by the large bay

to tend the fire. He even talked some of the guys into

windows, came a plaintive “Daddddyyyyyy!”

playing chess with him. (It only took being beat once to
realize the kid wasn’t playing around.)

My son, Wolf, all of 6 years old had been standing at
the window watching the movie through cracks in his

Fast forward a couple nights when the aforementioned

fingers.

gory war movie was being spooled up by the guys.

I knew two things immediately: one, I could never,

“I want to watch, dad.”

ever tell my wife Billie about this; and two, my kid was
probably scarred for life and I was looking at least a

“Look kid, this ain’t Dinotrucks. It’s a movie for adults.

month of nightmare management.

It’s gnarly and intense because it portrays war.”

Every year KCF rents out camp Hale Koa up in Kokee for

We talked some more about war, and how heavy it is,

a guy’s retreat called Man Town. Now, I’m not allowed to

and that the movie was fake, but made to look realistic.

give away all the secrets of the many macho and manly
things men do at Man Town, suffice it to say things are

“Can I stay and watch a little, and when it gets too scary

lit on fire, war movies are watched, and bacon is eaten.

I’ll tell you and go outside?”

When I announced to my longsuffering wife that I was

I knew the movie took a while to get to the battlefield

going up to Kokee to eat bacon, she suggested I take

scenes, so I agreed to his terms and told him it made me

Wolf. We have four kids and it’s hard to have one-on-

proud that he would be brave enough to leave when it

one time with any of them. Mostly it’s just zone defense.

was too scary or intense.

(Wow… I made a sports metaphor.) Wolf had been
driving everyone nuts recently and I knew that a good

Wolf tapped out long before anything gnarly, and I

cure for that was spending time just with him.

commended him for it as I walked out with him. He went
to hang out down by the fire with a couple of other

So I sat him down and gave him the option to come up to

uncles still stinging from their chess defeat. I told him I’d

Man Town with me. And I also gave him the warning.

catch the end of the movie, and if he needed me to send
an uncle in, or call at the door.

“Man Town is for men, not for kids. You’ll be responsible
for feeding yourself, and putting yourself to bed. There

You know what happened next: BOOM, RAT-A-TAT-A-

won’t be any other kids there to play with and you’ll be

TAT, (insert Wilhelm Scream), “Daddddyyyy!”

expected to pull weight like every other man up there.
But, if you come you will have good uncles there to

I rushed outside and Wolf looked so small in the dark;

teach you what being a man really means.”

tears streaked his sooty cheeks.
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“Wolf, how long have you been out
here?” (Which is code for ‘How many
weeks of nightmares am I looking
forward to?’)
Turns out he’d come up earlier and
watched. He thought it would be less
scary through the window. He’d called
and called but with all the bombs going
off I couldn’t hear him.
“Why didn’t you come in and get me, or
open the door and yell for me, or…?”
“I was too scared. So I went to our cabin
and prayed.”
“That was… that was a really good idea
son. Wow.”
I looked at his face again. The tearstreaks were dry and not fresh, also he
was a little scared but not freaked out
like I thought he would be.
“What did you say to God when you
prayed?”
“I prayed that God would make me

We talked about Hollywood and stunt people and special effects.

brave.”

Then he asked about war, and why people would ever do that to one
another, and don’t they know that God wants them to be friends?

He did, son. He did.
“You should pray for them.”
We went down to the fire and talked
and talked some more. He told me

“Yeah dad, I will.”

about how he prayed and how God
seemed right there with him, and that

And he has, and he does.

it made him brave enough to come back
up and call for me again, and that this

He showed me what a real man does when faced with something far

time I heard and came out.

too heavy, too gnarly and too terrible to face. Pray.

It turns out there were no nightmares,

But I still haven’t told my wife. What happens in Man Town stays in

and no lasting fear.

Man Town.
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A SUDDEN NEW REALITY

T

he ripples from the Corona Virus shut down have

This will mean that we will regretfully have to lay off
valued staff, cut as many expenses as possible and have
everyone who is left will take turns being janitors and
envelope lickers.

affected our nation and world in a vast number of

ways, but the seismic shift economically has been felt on

Our youth and children’s staff will be the fortunate ones

Kauai in a far greater way than in most other places.

with job security because of our deep commitment to
reaching young people.

Our economy was once built upon sugarcane production
but that industry shuttered its doors years ago and the

Some of our staff whose financial situation allows them

engine of the island’s financial growth became tourism.

to give up all or part of their salary and work without pay
have offered to do so to help fill in the gaps.

With the island virtually closed to tourism since March
and not scheduled to open well into late summer at

For the rest, this will be a difficult and trying season.

the earliest, the many shops, restaurants, lodgings and
services that provided jobs for a huge swath of our people

And it could have been much, much worse had it not been

have also been closed, with a growing number of them

for the foresight of our economic team who each year put

closed for good.

funds away for this “rainy day” and for the unexpected
and generous gift that allowed us to keep more staff

We anticipate that many of our friends and neighbors will

employed than we previously thought.

have to leave the island since they can’t sustain their living
expenses while waiting for tourism to crank back up.

Like any church, our fiscal vitality mirrors that of our
community and we know that it will be a rough ride for

The recovery time for this pivotal industry is unknown but

many in our church family, a ride that we will share with

most of those in the know think that it will take until early

them.

2021 to get things partially back to normal and several
years or more to reach the volume of tourism business that

But we do know that in spite of personal hardships our

we had before the crisis.

people will demonstrate what a church does in a crisis
and respond with generosity and grace to those both

What all this means for Kauai Christian Fellowship is that

inside and out of our faith community.

the next six months will be extremely challenging.
So please keep us in your prayers. If you live off island
Our visitors contribute about 30% of our yearly budget

and have the resources, it might be a great time to visit

and with the loss of jobs and income for local folks we have

us again once things open up. And if God so leads and

realized that we must cut our budget in drastically. (Our

enables with funds, your support will help get us through

budget year is July to July)

this extremely tight spot.

